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ABSTRACT Modular multilevel converter (MMC) is drawing more and more attention in medium-voltage
microgrid applications. Large-scale switching-off loads and grid faults may lead to the voltage swell in
microgrid, where MMC should have the ride-through ability. In this paper, a simple operation approach
with the fundamental and irregular zero-sequence voltage (ZSV) injection is proposed for MMC under grid
voltage swell condition. First, the fundamental ZSV injection is applied to adjust the modulation margin
of three phases where the amplitude values of modulation waves in each phase can be the same. Then,
if the amplitudes with fundamental ZSV injection are still in over-modulation status, the new irregular
ZSV injection is added to further enlarge the operation region. In addition, the limitation of the irregular
ZSV injection is analyzed. Simulation and experimental results of MMC under different grid voltage swell
conditions verify the effectiveness of the proposed operation approach.

INDEX TERMS Modular multilevel converter (MMC), microgrid, grid fault, grid voltage swell,
fault-tolerant operation, zero-sequence voltage injection.

I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid penetration of renewable energy, such as wind
power and solar energy, dramatically draw more attention
and changes in modern distributed power system and micro-
grid [1]–[3]. With the growth of the capacity of this renew-
able energy system to be integrated into the microgrids,
medium, and high voltage power converter are widely applied
in the power conversion application [4], [5]. However, with
the increasing demand and generation in the microgrids,
the harsher requirements have been proposed for the power
converters, such as more flexible power conversion, simpler
structure and high operation reliability [6], [7]. As one of
the most promising medium and high voltage converters,
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MMChas been widely applied in various applications such as
voltage source converter (VSC) based high voltage direct cur-
rent (HVDC) [8], STATCOM [9], motor drive [10], DC ship
microgrid [11], energy storage system [12] and power elec-
tronic transformers [13]. Due to its modularity, scalability,
excellent harmonic performance, relatively low switching
frequency, fault ride-through ability, MMC has already been
applied in AC microgrid application [14].

For the microgrid application where MMC is connected to
distributed synchronous generators and grid loads, the large-
scale loads switching off may lead to the grid voltage
swell [15]. In the practical application, most grid-connected
standards require the converter to possess the low volt-
age ride through (LVRT) capabilities [16]–[18]. Also, high
voltage ride through (HVRT) capabilities are expected to be a
mandatory requirement for wind farms considering the rapid
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growth of wind power capacity and improvement of the grid
connection standards [15]. The HVRT guideline for grid-
connected converters are initially formulated by the Australia
government [19]. This standard requires the grid connected
converter to keep connected for a short period even under grid
voltage swell occasions.

Many researches have been carried out to realize
the HVRT capability. Conventionally, the dynamic volt-
age restorer (DVR) and static synchronous compen-
sators (STATCOM) are applied [20], [21]. DVR devices are
series-connected to the grid and can generate voltage to
maintain the grid voltage stable, and STATCOM will adjust
the grid voltage based on the injection of negative-sequence
current. However, the additional devices inevitably increase
the cost of the system.

In [22], a chopper circuit is applied to suppress the reverse
power flow under grid voltage swell. In [23], a series-
connected resistance is applied in the converter to provide
reactive power support. However, this method increases the
complexity of the system and lower the system efficiency.
In addition, a vector hysteresis controller is adopted dur-
ing the grid voltage swell, which provides a good dynamic
response of the current controller and provides the HVRT
ability for grid-connected converter [24]. Another fault ride-
through operation scheme for two-level converter under
grid voltage swell is presented with a modified space vec-
tor modulation (SVM) [25]. This method can significantly
improve the ride-through ability for severe voltage swell.
However, the SVM method is much more complicated
forMMC, and the converter maywork in the over-modulation
condition, which may lead to current distortions. In addi-
tion, few papers focus on the operation approach under grid
voltage swell of MMC. For a submodule fault ride-through
of MMC, zero-sequence voltage (ZSV) has been injected to
realize the normal operation with a lower output voltage in
the faulty phase [26]. When the grid voltage swell occurs in
MMC, the over-modulation will occurs in the faulty phase,
and this will lead to the current distortion, and even the
collapse of the control systemwhich may destroy the devices.

In this paper, a simple operation approach with a funda-
mental and an irregular ZSV injection is proposed for MMC
under grid voltage swell. The rest of the paper is outlined as
follows. Section II gives the basic topology, the mathematic
model, and the overall operation strategy ofMMC. Section III
analyzes the proposed operation approach under grid voltage
swell in detail. A three-phase simulation model is established
and verified in Section IV, proving the effectiveness of the
proposed method. In Section V, the experimental results on
a three-phase laboratory prototype validate the effectiveness
of the proposed ride-through approach under grid voltage
swell.

II. TOPOLOGY AND WORKING PRINCIPLE OF MMC
In this section, the topology and equivalent circuit of MMC
are presented first. Then, based on the equivalent circuit, the
overall control scheme of MMC is described.

FIGURE 1. Circuit topology of MMC.

A. TOPOLOGY OF MMC
As is shown in Fig. 1, MMC is composed of three phase legs,
each of which contains the upper and the lower arm. There
are N submodules (SMs) in each arm, and each SM consists
of two power switches with parallel-connected diodes and
one capacitor. The upper and the lower arm include one
arm inductor, Larm, and are connected to a common termi-
nal which is connected to the grid. vgj are the three-phase
grid voltages, and ij are the three-phase output currents
(j = a, b, c). iuj and ilj are the currents of the upper and the
lower arm. Vdc is the DC side voltage of MMC, and Vdcm is
the rated capacitor voltage of each SM.

B. EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS OF MMC
According to the MMC topology in Fig. 1, the equivalent
circuits of MMC can be expressed as shown in Fig. 2 (a).
It includes the AC path and the DC path, the equivalent
circuits of which are given respectively as Fig. 2 (b) and
Fig. 2 (c). The AC path controls the output currents of the
converter, and the DC path controls the internal circulating
currents of MMC.

The AC path can be characterized as
udiffj =

ulj − uuj
2

ij =
iuj − ilj

2
Reqij + Leq

dij
dt
= udiffj − Usj

(1)

where Req and Leq are expressed as{
Req = Rarm/2
Leq = Larm/2

(2)
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FIGURE 2. Equivalent circuits of MMC. (a). Overall equivalent circuit. (b).
Equivalent circuit of the AC path. (c). Equivalent circuit of the DC path.

where Rarm and Larm are arm resistor and arm inductor,
Rac and Lac are AC output resistor and arm inductor.

Then, the DC path can be characterized as
ucomj =

ulj + uuj
2

Rarmicirj + Larm
dicirj
dt
=
Udc
2
− ucomj

(3)

Therefore, the MMC can be effectively controlled with the
AC path and the DC path.

C. OVERALL CONTROL MODEL
The overall control scheme of MMC is shown in Fig. 3,
which can be divided into four parts, output current control,
arm energy and circulating current control, individual voltage
control and grid fault ride-through approach.

The output current control is designed to control the output
currents of MMC. In this paper, a decoupled PI controller in
dq frame is adopted to control the output currents, which is
expressed as[

Vd
Vq

]
=

[
Req + jωLeq −ωLeq
−ωLeq Req + jωLeq

] [
Id
Iq

]
(4)

The grid voltage is added as a feed-forward component.
In addition, in grid voltage swell condition, an additional
zero-sequence voltage (ZSV) is injected to maintain the nor-
mal operation of MMC.

The arm energy and circulating current control is used to
control and balance the capacitor voltage between each arm.
The arm energy control includes sum energy control and delta
energy control, which are designed to control the sum and the
difference between the capacitor voltages of the upper and the
lower arm. The corresponding circulating current reference
calculated by arm energy control will be sent to the circulating
current control.

For the sum energy control, the circulating current refer-
ence is a DC component and can be expressed as

i∗cirj1 = (Kpsum + Kisum/s)(2Vdc − LPF{V6j}) (5)

where LPF is the low pass filter; Kpsum and Kisum are the
coefficients of the PI controller; V6j is expressed as

V6j =
∑

V up
dcjn +

∑
V low
dcjn (6)

where V up
dcjn and V

low
dcjn are the capacitor voltages of each SM

(n = 1, 2, . . . ,N ).
For the delta energy control, the circulating current refer-

ence is a fundamental AC component and can be expressed
as

i∗cirj2 = Kpdelta(0− LPF{V1j}) sinωt (7)

where Kpdelta is the coefficient of the P controller; V1j is
expressed as

V1j =
∑

V up
dcjn −

∑
V low
dcjn (8)

The final circulating current reference can be derived as

i∗cirj = i∗cirj1 + i
∗

cirj2 (9)

For the circulating current control, the proportional-
integral-resonant (PIR) controllers are used in this paper.
For the DC circulating current component, the PI controller
can effectively track the DC component. In addition, the
two resonant controllers are designed individually to realize
accurate control of the fundamental circulating current and
suppress the second-order circulating currents. The control
parameters design principle of the PIR controller can also be
found in [27].

In this paper, phase-shift PWM is applied and the individ-
ual voltage control is designed to realize the capacitor voltage
balancing between SMs within each arm. The basic principle
and control parameter are not discussed in this paper and they
can be found in [28].

For fault ride-through operation, it will calculate the
injected ZSV reference based on the swell depth of the grid
voltage. The detailed operation approach will be discussed in
the next section.

III. OPERATION APPROACH UNDER VOLTAGE SWELL
In this section, the problem of grid voltage swell is introduced
first. Then, the proposed operation approach under grid volt-
age swell is illustrated in detail.

It should be noted that this paper focuses on the operation
approach after the detection of the grid voltage swell. The
detection method can be found in [29], and this paper will
not discuss the detection method in detail.

A. PROBLEM OF GRID VOLTAGE SWELL
The phasor diagram of MMC under normal operation is
depicted in Fig. 4, where vgj is the grid voltage, and vj is the
output phase voltages (j = a, b, c). vab, vbc, vca, are the line-
to-line voltages of MMC.
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FIGURE 3. The overall control scheme of MMC.

FIGURE 4. Phasor diagram of different operation status. (a). Phasor diagram under normal operation. (b). Phasor diagram under grid voltage swell.
(c). Phasor diagram under normal operation with fundamental ZSV injection.

As shown in Fig.4 (a), the DC voltage is able to sustain the
grid voltage during normal operation. However, when grid
swell occurs in phase A, the output voltage of phase A may
be unable to sustain the grid voltage.

Before the discussion of grid voltage swell, the depth of the
grid voltage swell is defined as D.

V swell
ga = (1+ D)Vg (10)

where V swell
ga is the amplitude of the grid swell voltage, Vg is

the amplitude of the grid voltage.

Supposing the grid voltage swell occurs in phase A,
where D is 0.2, the phasor diagram can be given as shown
in Fig. 4 (b). As a result, the over-modulation phenomenon
will arise, which may lead to current distortion, unbalanced
capacitor voltage, and even collapse of the control system.
As a result, the operation approach under grid voltage swell
is necessary for the stable operation of MMC.

It should be mentioned that the fundamental ZSV (FZSV)
injection can adjust the modulation margin between the
faulty phase and the healthy phases, as shown in Fig. 4 (c).
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FIGURE 5. Fault ride-through operation approach under grid voltage swell.

In Fig. 4 (c), vOM represents the injected FZSV. This paper
mainly focus on the component of the injected ZSV to with-
stand a higher voltage swell. In other words, this paper try
to generate a higher line-to-line voltage under the same grid
voltage swell.

The overall fault ride-through operation approach under
grid voltage swell is shown in Fig. 5. First of all this paper
injects a FZSV component to adjust the amplitude of the
modulation waves of each phase. Then based on the injected
FZSV, the irregular ZSV component is injected in the
over-modulation occasion to realize a higher tolerance for the
grid voltage swell. These two parts will be discussed in details
in the following subsections.

B. FZSV INJECTION AND ANALYSIS
The FZSV injection mainly focus on balancing the amplitude
of the modulation waves between the three phases, which will
provide a higher operation tolerance for grid voltage swell.

During normal operation, the amplitude of the modulation
waves are supposed to be the same with that of the grid
voltages, due to the fact that the voltage across the arm
inductor can be neglected. With this assumption, the FSZV
can be derived as follows.

Supposing the grid depth of the voltage swell in phase A
is D, the injected FZSV is expressed as

vF0 = m · vga (11)

With the FZSV, the modified amplitudes of voltage refer-
ences in phase A, phase B and phase C , Va, Vb and Vc, satisfy
the relation:

Va + V F
0 = (1+ D)Vg
V 2
b = V 2

c = (VOH + V F
0 )2 + (VCH )2

VOH = 1/
2Vg,VCH =

√
3
/
2Vg (12)

where Vb and Vc are derived based on cosine theorems of
triangles.

As a result, the amplitude of voltage references can be
expressed as

Va = (1+ D− m)Vg (a)

Vb = Vc = Vg
√
1+ m2 + m (b) (13)

In order to balance the amplitude of the modulation waves,
make (13) (a) equal to (13) (b)

(1+ D− m) =
√
1+ m2 + m (14)

FIGURE 6. The injection principle of IZSV. (a). The modulation waves with
FZSV and IZSV. (b). The injected IZSV.

The index of the injected FZSV can be further derived as

m =
D2
+ 2D

3+ 2D
(15)

Then, the amplitude of the modulation wave can be
expressed as

Va = Vb = Vc =
D2
+ 3D+ 3
3+ 2D

Vg (16)

C. IRREGULAR ZSV INJECTION WITH
HIGHER OPERATION RANGE
With the calculated amplitude of (16), even with the FZSV,
there is still a risk of over-modulation. In order to avoid the
over-modulation occasion, the irregular ZSV (IZSV) injec-
tion is further applied to improve the operation range for grid
voltage swell. The principle of the IZSV injection is shown
in Fig. 6, where the maximum output voltage is assumed to
be 1.1 Vg. Fig. 6 (a) gives the final output voltage references
with the FZSV and IZSV injection and Fig. 6 (b) shows the
injected IZSV.

With the FZSV injection discussed in the last subsection,
if the over-modulation occurs in one phase, the modulation
wave of this phase will be clamped to the limit, then the other
two phases inject the same IZSV to generate the desired line-
to-line voltage. The IZSV injection can further improve the
operation tolerance for the grid voltage swell.

However, there is a boundary for the IZSV injection, espe-
cially when the modulation waves are asymmetric. The IZSV
injection boundary is discussed as follows. The derivation is
based on the FZSV injection in Fig. 4 (c).

147284 VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 7. The vector and projection of modulation waves. (a). The vector
and projection of modulation waves during normal operation. (b). The
vector and projection of modulation waves under the grid voltage swell.

As is shown in Fig. 7 (a), during normal operation with the
FZSV injection, the vector of vga, vgb, and vgc are projected
to the d axis, and the projections represent the real-time value
of themodulationwave. The three vectors rotate together with
the phase angle of the grid.

Based on the projection analysis and schematic in Fig. 6 (b),
the occasion with the limit of the IZSV injection is depicted
as shown in Fig. 7 (b), where the relationship between the
three vectors can be expressed as (17) due to the injection of
FZSV.

|va| = |vb| = |vc| (17)

In Fig. 7 (b), vector MA, MB and MC rotate to MA’, MB’
andMC’ at the angle of δ. According to the HL law of triangle
congruence, the two triangles are congruent.

MA′ = MB′

MH = MN
⇒ 1MA′N ∼= 1MC ′H (18)

As a result, the angle α and δ satisfy the constraint

α − δ = δ (19)

The maximum amplitude of the modulation wave with
FZSV injection should be

Vamax = Vbmax = Vcmax = 0.5Vdc/ cos δ (20)

Based on cosine theorems of triangles in Fig. 7 (a), α sat-
isfy the relation

cosα =
VOH + V F

0

Vc
=

2D2
+ 6D+ 3

2D2 + 6D+ 6
(21)

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters of MMC.

TABLE 2. Simulation scenarios.

Based on the triangle principle, it can be

cos δ =

√
1+ cosα

2
(22)

Substituting (19) - (22) to (16), the maximum voltage swell
MMC can support should meet the following constraint(

Vdc
Vg

)2

= D2
+ 3D+ 3

The maximum grid voltage swell can be expressed as

D =

√(
Vdc
Vg

)2

−
3
4
−

3
2

(23)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed opera-
tion approach under grid voltage swell, a three-phase MMC
model is established in MATLAB/SIMULINK based on the
circuit in Fig. 1. All the controllers are shown in Fig. 3.
The simulation parameters are given in Table 1, and the
simulation scenarios are shown in Table 2. It should be noted
the detection method for grid voltage swell in [29] is applied
in this paper. Two simulation cases are designed, where the
swell of the grid voltage are 0.2 and 0.4 individually. The
output currents are set as 30 A.

The simulation results of Case 1 are shown in Fig. 8. As is
shown in Fig. 8 (a), the system is in normal operation status
before 0.5 s. At the time of 0.5 s, the grid voltage swell
occurs with a depth of 0.2. The output currents are shown
in Fig. 8 (b), where the amplitude of output currents remain
stable at about 30 A before and after the grid voltage swell,
indicating the proposed operation approach can effectively
control the output current under grid voltage swell. The
zoomed-in view of the output currents, during 0.4 s to 0.5 s
and 0.6 s to 0.7 s, are also shown in Fig. 8 (b), where there is
almost no current distortion after grid voltage swell. Fig. 8 (c)
shows the capacitor voltages, where it can be clearly seen
that the capacitor is about 1000 V before the grid voltage
swell. After 0.5 s, the capacitor voltages still stabilize at
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FIGURE 8. Simulation results with grid voltage swell D = 0.2 (0.5 s: Grid voltage swell). (a). Grid voltages
waveforms. (b). Output currents. (c). Output voltage references. (d). Capacitor voltages. (e). Injected ZSV.

about 1000 V, demonstrating the capacitor voltage control
ability of the proposed operation approach. Fig. 8 (d) gives
the three-phase output references. It can be seen that before

0.5 s, the amplitudes of the output references are almost the
same as the grid voltages. After 0.5 s, the amplitude of the
output voltage reference in the faulty phase is much lower

147286 VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 9. Simulation results with grid voltage swell D = 0.4 (0.5 s: Grid voltage swell). (a). Grid voltages
waveforms. (b). Output currents. (c). Output voltage references. (d). Capacitor voltages. (e). Injected ZSV.

than the amplitude of that of the phase-to-ground voltage,
due to the injection of ZSV. The injected FZSV and IZSV
are shown in Fig. 8 (e). As is shown in Fig. 8 (e), the injected

ZSV remains at 0 during the normal operation. After 0.5 s,
the grid voltage swell with a depth of 0.2 occurs. It can be seen
that in this case, the FZSV is injected. However, there is no

VOLUME 7, 2019 147287
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TABLE 3. Experiment parameters.

necessity to inject the IZSV. The effectiveness of the proposed
operation approach is thus verified with D = 0.2 for a grid
voltage swell.

The simulation results of Case 2 are shown in Fig. 9. The
grid voltage is shown in Fig. 9 (a), where the system is in
normal operation status before 0.5 s. At the time of 0.5 s,
the grid voltage swell occurs with a depth of 0.4. Fig. 9 (b)
depicts the output currents, where the amplitude of output
currents remain stable at about 30 A before and after the grid
voltage swell, indicating the proposed operation approach can
effectively control the output current under grid voltage swell.
The zoomed-in view of the output currents, during 0.4 s to
0.5 s and 0.6 s to 0.7 s, are also exhibited in Fig. 9 (b), where
there is almost no current distortion after grid voltage swell.
The capacitor voltages are shown in Fig. 9 (c), where the
capacitor voltages are about 1000 V before the grid voltage
swell. After 0.5 s, the capacitor voltages remain stable at
about 1000 V, verifying the capacitor voltage control ability
of the proposed operation approach.

Fig. 9 (d) shows the three-phase output references. It can
be seen that before 0.5 s, the amplitudes of the output ref-
erences are almost the same with that of the grid voltages.
After 0.5 s, the amplitude of the output voltage reference
in the faulty phase is much lower than the amplitude of the
phase-to-ground voltage, and is clamped to the maximum
output voltage due to the injection of FZSV and IZSV. As is
shown in Fig. 9 (e), the injected ZSV remains at 0 during
the normal operation. However, after 0.5 s, when the grid
voltage swell with a depth of 0.4 occurs, both the FZSV and
the IZSV are injected keep the normal operation of theMMC.
The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed operation approach with D = 0.4 for a grid voltage
swell.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A three-phase down-scaled MMC laboratory prototype is
implemented to verify the proposed operation approach by
experiments. The experiment parameters are listed in Table 3.
The prototype works in inverter mode and the output termi-
nals of which are connected to a three-phase programmable
AC source. The frequency of the PS-PWM is 1 kHz. As is
shown in Fig. 10, dSPACE of 1006 works as the cen-
tral controller. Each arm contains 4 SMs. The intelligent
power module, PSS15S92F6-AG manufactured by MIT-
SUBISHI ELECTRONIC, is employed as the switch in SM.

FIGURE 10. The prototype of the three-phase down-scaled MMC.

FIGURE 11. Experimental waveforms of proposed operation approach
under grid voltage swell with depth of 0.2. (a). The grid voltages. (b).
Capacitor voltages od phase C. (c). Three-phase output currents. (d).
output voltage references.

Two experimental cases are included, where the swell depth
of the grid voltages are 0.2 and 0.4 individually.

The experimental results of Case 1 are shown in Fig. 11,
and the amplitude output currents are set at 1 A. As is shown
in Fig. 11 (a), before 0.9 s, the amplitudes of the grid voltages
are about 30 V. At the time of about 0.9 s, the grid voltage
swell occurs and the amplitude of the grid voltage in phase C

147288 VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 12. Experimental waveforms of proposed operation approach
under grid voltage swell with depth of 0.4. (a). The grid voltages. (b).
Capacitor voltages od phase C. (c). Three-phase output currents. (d).
output voltage references.

rises to 36 V. The capacitor voltages are shown in Fig. 11 (b),
where the capacitor voltage stabilizes at about 17.5 V before
and after the grid voltage swell, indicating the effectiveness
of the proposed operation approach in regulating capacitor
voltages. Fig. 11 (c) shows the output currents. It can be
seen from the figure that before and after the grid voltage
swell, the amplitudes of the output currents are both 1 A, and
there is almost no current distortion after grid voltage swell.
It verifies that the proposed operation approach can precisely
track the output current references even under grid voltage
swell. Fig. 11 (d) shows the three-phase output references.
It can be seen that before 0.9 s, the amplitudes of the output
references are almost the same with that of the grid voltages.
After 0.9 s, the amplitude of the output voltage reference in
the faulty phase is much lower than the amplitude of that
of the phase-to-ground voltage, due to the injection of ZSV.
The effectiveness of the proposed operation approach is thus
verified with D = 0.2 for a grid voltage swell.

The experimental results of Case 2 are shown in Fig. 12,
and the amplitude of the output currents are set the same
as 1 A. As is shown in Fig. 12 (a), before 1.56 s, the ampli-
tudes of the grid voltages are about 30 V. At the time of
about 1.56 s, the grid voltage swell occurs and the ampli-
tude of the grid voltage in phase C rise to 42 V. Fig. 12
(b) shows the capacitor voltages, where the capacitor voltage
remain stable at about 17.5 V during both normal operation
and grid swell occasion, validating the effectiveness of the

proposed operation approach in regulating capacitor voltages.
Fig. 12 (c) gives the output currents. It can be seen from
the figure that before and after the grid voltage swell, the
amplitudes of the output currents are both 1 A, and there
is almost no current distortion after the grid voltage swell,
indicating the proposed operation approach can effectively
control the output current references even under grid voltage
swell. Fig. 12 (d) shows the three-phase output references,
where it can be seen that before 1.56 s, the amplitudes of the
output references are almost the same with that of the grid
voltages. After 1.56 s, the amplitude of the output voltage
reference in the faulty phase is much lower than the amplitude
of that in the phase-to-ground voltage, and is clamped to the
maximum output value, due to the injection of FZSV and
IZSV. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed operation approach with D = 0.4 for a grid
voltage swell.

VI. CONCLUSION
By the combination of fundamental and irregular zero-
sequence voltage injection, this paper proposes a simple
operation approach to keep MMC normal operation under
grid voltage swell. The contribution of the proposed method
includes:

1. The fundamental ZSV injection can guarantee the same
amplitude of the modulation waves of three phases, and keep
the same modulation margin;

2. With the irregular ZSV injection, the tolerance ability of
MMC is further improved under severe grid voltage swell.

3. High-quality waveforms of the line-to-line voltages and
output currents can be guaranteed.

Simulation and experimental results show that the pro-
posed scheme can realize fault ride-through operation of
MMC under different grid-voltage swell conditions.
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